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Someone now asked me for a benefaction demeanour during a Orland Park Public Library Child Porn liaison and all that’s happened with this box given Oct of 2013 when it all began. So,
we put this together and suspicion it competence be useful for we as well. So many has happened, nonetheless we attempted to put all a instances of abuse of appetite by a Orland Park Public Library Board of Trustees (the OPPL-BoT) and a Orland Park Police Department in here. The whole story of what’s been function could fill a book.

SUMMARY: In Oct of 2013, it was detected that child porn had been accessed in a past during a Orland Park Public Library (abbreviated as OPPL and located in Chicago’s abundant southwestern suburbs) and that Library staff did not call a military on a male involved. To this day, a OPPL has never finished anything to forestall a Library from being used as an entrance indicate for child porn notwithstanding famous sex offenders being speckled in a Library on a unchanging basis. Instead, a OPPL Board of Trustees (the OPPL-BoT) has aggressively worked to overpower a critics in a devise of “crisis management” that has sought on 8 occasions to use a Orland Park Police Department as goons to shock and dominate a OPPL-BoT’s critics. Their “crisis government strategy” (as they call it) is to do zero about a Library being an entrance indicate for child porn and instead shelter inside a shell, ignoring a open and lashing out during a people it calls a “detractors”. The OPPL-BoT relies on a authorised recommendation of Klein Thorpe Jenkins to regularly violate a Open Meetings Act and Freedom of Information Act in a “crisis government strategy”. When a Attorney General’s Office of a Public Access Counselor determines in essay that a OPPL-BoT has disregarded a law, Board President Nancy Wendt Healy claims a Attorney General’s determinations are nonbinding and unenforceable. At Board Meetings, a OPPL-BoT ignores a public, restricts open critique illegally, and attempts to have a critics arrested for severe this open physique on a dangerous preference to concede child porn to continue to be accessed in a Orland Park Public Library.

Laws are damaged any month, initial amendment polite rights are violated, and a OPPL-BoT entrenches itself deeper in a insistence that child porn sojourn permitted as “information” to anyone who knows where to entrance it in a Orland Park Public Library.

This is a box examine of a open physique with finish disregard for a public, following a radical bulletin not wanted by a community, and speedy to violate a law by attorneys during Klein Thorpe Jenkins who have billed tighten to $100,000 given Oct of 2013 to keep child porn permitted during taxpayer expense.

4. FIRST ATTEMPT TO USE THE POLICE AGAINST CRITICS…Requests finished underneath a FOIA also unclosed a good many inner Library emails where it became transparent that Library government was vigilant in a “crisis government strategy” where a Library believed it could overpower Megan Fox by aggressive her. The idea here seemed to be for a Library to shun critique for a child porn and other incidents of sex crimes occurring in a Library by instead holding punches during a critic, Megan Fox, and scaring her away. One such email performed by FOIA showed Library Director Mary Weimar emailing Orland Park Chief of Police Tim McCarthy on 10/8/13 and seeking him to examine Megan’s YouTube page given she sang a strain 3 years ago about a 2nd amendment during a Tea Party rally. Mary Weimar contacted a military on 10/8/13 to have Megan tormented over a Tea Party folk strain from years ago…but Mary Weimar chose to never hit Megan about her minute of censure per what she saw going on
in a Library on 10/4/13. Later FOIA requests for a authorised billing invoices of Klein Thorpe Jenkins uncover that Mary Weimar was consulting E. Kenneth Friker, a Library's principal attorney, commencement on 10/6/13, immediately on receipt of Megan's censure on 10/5/13.

Other emails exhibit that E. Kenneth Friker was in hit with Chief McCarthy during this time as well, clearly putting vigour on a Police Chief to harass Megan over her YouTube criticism after she complained about saying a male arousing himself and committing unfinished control in a Library.

Megan wrote about this initial try to use a military opposite her to overpower her as a bury here:  http://pjmedia.com/lifestyle/2013/11/12/public-library-director-emails-police-to-have-me-investigated-for-writing-a-song-about-the-2nd-amendment/

8. SECOND ATTEMPT TO USE POLICE AGAINST CRITICS…On 10/23/13, one day after a YouTube video of a 10/21/13 OPPL-BoT assembly was posted, profession James Fessler intentionally contacted a Orland Park Police Department and finished a fake military news opposite Fox DuJan (when he knew during a time that he had no reason to trust that any crime was committed, that is a crack of ethics for an profession in Illinois). He was clearly dissapoint that 13,000 people were shouting during his function during a Board Meeting and he knew he could never have a video private from YouTube.To get revenge, Fessler told a military that he was receiving “annoying” emails (from someone in Indiana who had seen a video) and an “annoying” phone call (from someone who seems to have worked in a Department of Water and Power, according to information that Fessler gave a police). Fessler attempted to couple Fox DuJan to a “annoying” emails and call that he viewed after a YouTube video of him was posted. He also told military that someone in Indiana suspicion he was happy given of how he acted in a video. The Orland Park Police indeed squandered a vast sum of taxpayer resources carrying unit cars lay outward of Fessler’s chateau to strengthen him from “annoying” people on a Internet who never once threatened him, nonetheless no reasonable chairman could establish that was fitting by a police. This was a blatant try by Fessler to “build a record” on Fox DuJan to dominate them as critics. It’s a common Alinsky tactic too: usually keep creation fake military reports so that a thick record gets combined and eventually a military get ill of it and feel vigour to “do something about this”. Fessler knew that a military would never assign him for creation a fake news given Fessler works for a organisation that does a lot of business with a Village.

A tactic like this is designed as a vigour indicate to be used on a critics to make them fearful of a increasingly vast military record being combined on them and to divide these critics from allies and friends, given people naturally start to consternation given a military are being called all a time if what a critics are doing is not wrong. Fessler’s function on 10/23/13 and thereafter is now a theme of a censure before a Attorney Registration Disciplinary Commission. That censure asks a ARDC to devaluate Fessler’s permit to use law in Illinois given of his function given Oct of 2013 in matters associated to a OPPL-BoT.
The 911 call from 11/04/13 is here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=scdJA8f2DCklist=PLILXCDHJg4yLArqRxCYIIFANM-uSizindex=41

As an enchanting aside, please be finished of who some of the characters in this play unequivocally are. Bridget Bittman is a granddaughter of Dorothy Comiskey, who owned a Chicago White Sox until 1959 (so Bittman is one of “those” Comiskeys). Nancy Wendt Healy, President of a Board, is a sister of TV actor George Wendt, who played an impression “Norm Peterson” on a aged uncover “Cheers”. Police Chief Tim McCarthy used to be a Secret Service representative and he was on avocation a day that President Ronald Reagan was shot behind in 1981. Board of Trustees Member Denis Ryan (one of a loudest voices job for child porn to be authorised to be accessed in a OPPL) is a father of a Chicago Public School teacher.

Julie Anne Craig (one of usually dual “good guys” on a Board who is opposite child porn) is a ex-wife of a former Bears actor and was during one time a renowned model. Diane Jennings, also on a Board, is famous as “The Calendar Girl” given she attends any monthly assembly dressed in a dress meant to etch a vital holiday that month (or a teenager holiday of her choosing).

12. FOURTH AND FIFTH ATTEMPTS TO USE POLICE AGAINST CRITICS…Here is an essay that Megan wrote recapping a initial 5 times that a OPPL-BoT vigilant in a settlement and use of creation fake military reports about Fox DuJan in that “build a record” strategy.
Attempts #4 and #5 in a settlement rivet Board President Nancy Wendt Healy, who finished dual fake military reports on 11/14/13 and 11/15/13 opposite Megan Fox. The backstory is that Megan attempted to entice Healy to tea during her residence to plead what had been going on with a Library in a ease and loose setting. Megan overtly suspicion she could seductiveness to Healy’s goodness and work with her to ramp down a disastrous appetite and come to a essential fortitude to things, notwithstanding a Library’s efforts to keep sharpening matters needlessly. The Library had finished something to retard Megan from promulgation emails to a Library Board, where emails Megan would send them would rebound back. Megan had a ask she wanted to get to Healy before a subsequent Board Meeting and given she couldn’t email it a usually approach she knew it would strech Healy in time was if Megan forsaken it off for Healy during her residence (Healy has no office). Megan looked adult Healy’s residence on Google and gathering
a tea invitation to her, fixation it orderly on a bob outward Healy’s door. Healy afterwards called a military and used her pretension as Board President and asked a military to “make a record” on Megan Fox. She succeeded in removing a military to harass Megan during home and tell her that she would be arrested if she sent anything during all to Nancy Wendt Healy in a mail (this is not legal, nonetheless a military are apparently authorised to distortion this way). The subsequent day, Healy also asked a military to harass Megan Fox over her FaceBook page given Healy didn’t like it…but a military declined that time. Still, dual new military reports were created opposite Megan Fox on 11/14/13 and 11/15/13 even nonetheless she did zero wrong and penniless no laws…the Library still succeeded in building a bigger “record” opposite Fox.

Here are videos of Nancy Wendt Healy’s attempts to “build that record” regulating a Alinsky Method of targeting “enemies” for military harassment:

16. It was after schooled that on 12/17/13 Library Director Mary Weimar and Library Spokesman Bridget Bittman were a featured speakers during a “Crisis Communications Workshop” videoconference that originated from a RAILS (Reaching Across Illinois Library Systems) Burr Ridge location. This can usually be described as a hatefest, where Weimar and Bittman spoke for 45 mins about strategies that open library employees can use opposite their viewed enemies and critics. This includes regulating a military as goons to shock divided critics, treating a open as a opposition, digging adult mud on critics, and differently regulating open resources as open employees to conflict a public. This videoconference was promote to all 8 RAILS locations around a state; during any location, employees of RAILS and also a Heartland Library System and other libraries came to perspective and attend in a videoconference. There were between 150 and 200 attendees for this event, all of them open employees. The American Library Association and a Illinois Library Association also gave a display on how open libraries can get divided with violating a OMA and FOIA and how they can all frustrate open slip of open libraries. The OPPL-BoT broken all papers it had associated to this hatefest, refused to furnish anything underneath FOIA, and to this day refuses to pronounce about what went on during that “Crisis Communications Workshop” that was paid for by taxpayers.

It’s also enchanting that Bridget Bittman talked about never again going on radio shows like Dan Proft Bruce Wolf’s given she couldn’t control a messaging on that live show, so she listed doing
that uncover on 11/6/13 as a vital mistake she finished in “crisis management”.

17. Starting in Jan of 2014, a OPPL-BoT seems to have motionless to rivet in a change of tactics. From Oct to Dec 2013, a “crisis government strategy” seemed to be all about aggressive Megan Fox, perplexing to have her arrested, and scaring her away. But commencement in Jan a Library’s lawyers during Klein Thorpe Jenkins unequivocally took a forefront and began enchanting in blatant violations of a Open Meetings Act. This was in further to deterrent and
delays that disregarded a Freedom of Information Act with FOIA requests. By May of 20114, this devise would cost taxpayers tighten to $100,000 in authorised fees paid to Klein Thorpe Jenkins. At any Board Meeting from Jan by May of 2014, a OPPL-BoT sought to prohibit, restrict, miscarry or differently daunt open critique during all of their meetings. All of this is in defilement of a Open Meetings Act. It seems a OPPL-BoT motionless it had listened adequate and didn’t wish to listen anymore.


25. Before a May Board assembly on 5/19/14, a infancy of a quorum of Board Members was celebrated assembly before a Open Meeting started, behind a sealed doorway while they clearly were deliberating Board business. This enclosed President Nancy Wendt Healy, Diane Jennings, Beth Gierach (who is treated as a house member notwithstanding never being scrupulously allocated to a board) and Library Director Mary Weimar. Additionally, Library Spokesman Bridget Bittman kept zipping in and out of a room with papers. All a people in a room had Board Packets in front of them and other documents. Mary Weimar was clearly directing Nancy Wendt Healy on things to do. None of this is authorised by a OMA, that prohibits a infancy of a quorum of Board Members from assembly outward a eye of a open and deliberating Board business. We trust it was during this devise event that a house members concurrent on job a military during some point. Earlier that month, a propagandize house in New Hampshire had called a military on a bury of theirs during a house assembly and we trust a OPPL-BoT motionless to replicate that
for themselves (only it blew adult in their faces like all else).

26. At a 5/19/14 house meeting, a devise was in place to call military on Fox DuJan during a meeting. We trust this has to do with a fact that a Board viewed a statute on 5/19/14 from a PAC about a illegality of a 2/12/14 assembly and a Board wanted punish for that. James Fessler represented a house on 5/19/14 and remember that Fessler is a same male who on 10/23/13 finished a fake military reports opposite Fox DuJan. There is a settlement of Fessler regulating a military as a apparatus opposite his viewed enemies. The Board was rarely broke by a 2/12/14 statute from a PAC and Klein Thorpe Jenkins was also humiliated, given Dennis G. Walsh had represented a organisation in a media and had pronounced in a Chicago Tribune that “February 12th is not a authorised holiday” (when a PAC really settled that it was). Fessler was out for blood and it was suggested after that he had been in communication with Police Chief Tim McCarthy about promulgation in a military during some indicate during a assembly to shock divided Fox DuJan and forestall them from attending any destiny meetings. During a 5/19/14 meeting, a male not dependent with Fox DuJan could not hear what a house was mumbling during a apportionment of an assembly clinging to employing contractors for an costly restoration of a lobby. The Board abandoned this man, even nonetheless a open could not hear what was being pronounced during a mumbling. Megan Fox asked them to answer this man’s question. This was during many a 10-second stop by approach of a open citing a OMA and a requirement that a Board control business plainly for a open (and mumbling and vocalization low so a open can’t hear is not allowed).
At no time did President Nancy Wendt Healy or any member of a house ask Megan Fox or anyone else to leave. Library Spokesman Bridget Bittman usually leapt adult during one indicate and started regulating around a room. Some people in a assembly believed she might have even been going for a arms of some kind (a ball bat or even a gun), as she strangely went into a brush closet in a behind of a room. It turns out she was indeed job 911 even nonetheless a Board clearly did not ask her to do that. This seems to have been all designed forward of time.

Here are video clips of a 5/19/14 meeting: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jOmCAZnbGO8list=UU9XP_Ax4_vTi1IqSSRD9

28. Here’s a good video display all a times that a OPPL-BoT disrupts a possess meetings, including times when a Board interrupts a open illegally: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MVCeBEsXRbAlist=UU9XP_Ax4_vTi1IqSSRD9ORQ

Somewhat mislaid in all a turmoil involving a “Hot Cops” being called and Bridget Bittman racing around a room and all else that led Board Member Dan Drew to call a dusk “a fiasco” are a TEN (count ’em, TEN) violations of a Open Meetings Act that were committed by
a OPPL-BoT on 5/19/14. That’s a many OMA violations they’ve ever committed in one meeting, a new record for them. A censure was filed on 5/21/14 and it took dual whole days to write them all up. The censure was something like 25 pages long, a longest censure so far. The violations on 5/19/14 were:

(a) holding a tip pre-meeting devise event sealed to the open with an infancy of a quorum of Board Members deliberating house business behind a sealed door.
(b) permitting their attorney, who is not a house member nonetheless is instead usually a paid contractor, to act as a house member and control portions of a meeting.
(c) unsymmetrical diagnosis where a attorney, James Fessler, was authorised to pronounce and miscarry others whenever he gratified nonetheless other non-Board Members in a room were not authorised to do that.
(d) a Board conducted portions of a assembly in mumbles and low-speak so that a open could not hear them or get them on tape, that is a defilement of a OMA given during Open Meetings a open contingency be means to hear and know Board Members refusing to concede Dan Kleinman to pronounce during open critique during a meeting.
(e) enforcing a process opposite Dan Kleinman being authorised to pronounce when no such process has ever scrupulously been upheld by a Board.

(g) permitting Bridget Bittman to competition around a room and call for a military to miscarry a assembly when a Board never voted or certified Bittman to do this during a meeting; this is also unsymmetrical treatment, as both Bittman and Joy McFadden are employees of a Board who finished a lot of movements during a assembly that are clearly distracting and nonetheless Nancy Wendt Healy never admonished them for being “distracting” when she claimed that others were “distracting her margin of vision”

(h) seating Beth Gierach as a Board Member when this lady has never been scrupulously allocated or sworn in as a Board Member.

(i) permitting a military to be brought into a room, miscarry a meeting, and dominate a Board’s critics; by their possess admissions, Bridget Bittman and James Fessler are listened on video saying that this was concurrent forward of time with Police Chief Timothy J. McCarthy.

(j) Nancy Wendt Healy arbitrarily and extemporaneously determining that a male named “JP” could not mount by a wall nearby a doorway and film a meeting, even nonetheless Joy McFadden had stood in approximately a same place on a other side of a room and had filmed a assembly from that vantage point. This is unsymmetrical diagnosis and also a defilement of a OMA given there is zero in a law that says someone can’t mount when filming during a assembly if that is a vantage indicate and angle that a chairman wants to film. It is an irrational limitation and breach of a member of a public’s right to film.

There could be even more, nonetheless we stopped during ten. Will a Board try to mangle a possess record in June?

30. Here Megan Fox attempts to get a Orland Park Police Department to open a box opposite a Library Board for violating a OMA, nonetheless a military refuse:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YMsjyaojTF4list=PLILXCDHJg4yL-ArgrxCYIIFANM-uSzIzindex=12  

This is critical given a military never exclude to act as
agents and goons of a OPPL-BoT, nonetheless a military exclude to meddle when a OPPL-BoT violates a law. The Orland Park Police have told Megan Fox that famous sex offenders like David Varlotta visit a OPPL and have been seen regulating mechanism inclination and WiFi when that is a defilement of their parole. This is common for sex offenders, whose release officers forestall them from regulating a Internet in their homes...so these guys go to a open library to get online and download and trade materials including child porn that they are not authorised to entrance during home. For years this has been function in places like a OPPL. In May 2014, a male by a name of Scott Baudin was condemned to 10 years in jail for accessing child porn during a Bloomingdale Public Library. The reason this keeps function is given library Directors like Mary Weimar deliberately frustrate military investigations, keep a military from being called, and set these libraries adult as entrance points for child porn where criminals know that a libraries erase all annals any night. Public libraries have turn a safest place a sex delinquent can go to entrance child porn...and it usually so happens that these are buildings full of children where library stuffs do not call a military when they should. It’s a calamity unfolding watchful to happen, same to intentionally chumming a H2O for sharks right by a kiddie pool during a beach. In Scottsdale, Arizona on 6/5/14 it was reported that a male named Murat Alev (a propagate train driver!) was arrested for downloading child porn in a Scottsdale Mustang Public Library. Hundreds and hundreds of child porn downloads. This beast told a military that he privately came to a Mustang Library to entrance child porn given it was widely famous that a Internet filters there were diseased and that he believed he could get divided with downloading a child porn there, when he couldn’t get divided with it during home. How many monsters are entrance to a Orland Park Public Library given they, too, trust this is a protected entrance indicate where they can download child porn? See: http://www.kpho.com/story/25708021/pd-
SCOTTSDALE, AZ (CBS5) -

A man awaiting trial on child sex crimes was arrested at his Gilbert home Tuesday on allegations of downloading hundreds of images of child porn at a Scottsdale library, police said.

Murat Alev, 60, was wearing a court-ordered ankle monitoring device that enabled Maricopa County adult probation officers to track him down at Mustang Library at 10101 N. 90th St.

Alev was a school bus driver for the Gilbert school system at the time of his arrest, according to a probable cause statement.

Alev handed over a thumb drive that he admitted contained hundreds of images he downloaded of young naked girls while on the library computer, a court document stated.

Court paperwork stated Alev had been at the library for six hours.

Alev told a Scottsdale police detective that he was at Mustang Library because its computers "don't filter as well as other libraries," according to the probable cause statement.

The man is currently on felony release pretrial services for furnishing obscene materials to minors. As part of his release conditions, he is not allowed to access computers or the internet.

Scottsdale police detectives arrested Alev after a Maricopa County Superior Court judge granted a warrant.

Authorities said examining the thumb drive and said future charges are possible.
This brings us adult to a benefaction (6/7/14). No doubt a OPPL-BoT will try something else during a Jun Board Meeting. It’s concerning that Police Chief Tim McCarthy is stability to attend in collusion with a Library Board opposite a public, nonetheless that’s what he’s been doing given Oct of 2013. It’s transparent that Chief McCarthy has no seductiveness in saying that a OPPL-BoT complies with a OMA and follows a law…but that a Chief is always peaceful to cooperate with Klein Thorpe Jenkins and a Library opposite a Library’s critics. If things continue during this rate, a Village of Orland Park is going to shortly find itself in sovereign justice on polite rights violations attempting to clear Police Chief McCarthy’s actions. I consider this is where all of this is eventually headed, actually. With a Village of Orland Park being sued for sum polite rights violations stemming from how Chief Timothy J. McCarthy has conducted himself in this matter. The Village claims it has no shortcoming for how a OPPL-BoT behaves (and no guilt for a laws it breaks) nonetheless a Village will positively be on a offshoot for a military abuse. NOTE: There are roughly 100 videos posted to Megan Fox’s YouTube channel that account all that has happened with a Orland Park Public Library Child Porn Scandal from a beginning. You can find all of a videos here: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9XP_Ax4_vTilIqSSRD9ORQ Additionally, Megan has been updating her FaceBook page daily with a latest happenings, infrequently while things are function during Board Meetings. All of that can be found on her FaceBook page (you know, a one that Nancy Wendt Healy attempted to get a military to censor). https://www.facebook.com/MeganFoxWriter Library staffers did conduct to get a FaceBook page taken down for a few days in Nov by creation fake reports on it to FaceBook, nonetheless Megan wrote about FaceBook holding it down on PJ Media and POOF! it was put behind adult again a same day her essay appeared.*** UPDATED ***6/16/14 – during a Jun
OPPL-BoT meeting, a Open Meetings Act was disregarded in 5 apart ways: (1) Dan Kleinman was denied his right to reside a Board, (2) Diane Jennings and Denis Ryan hold secret, whispered conversations during a assembly that a open could not hear, (3) Nancy Wendt Healy and Denis Ryan hold secret, whispered conversations during a assembly that a open could not hear, (4) Beth Gierach was again seated as a Board Member and was authorised to opinion on matters for final movement (including a large volume of spending) notwithstanding never carrying been scrupulously allocated to a Board, and (5) a Board prevented filming of a assembly around one camera that had to be plugged in given a Board would not concede Library electricity to be used during a assembly to appetite a camera.

Videos of all this assembly are found below:
Megan Fox vocalization = https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8YBl_GKwjoElist=PLILXCDHJg4yL-AlrgRxCYIIFANM-uSzIzindex=9Dan Kleinman being denied right to pronounce = https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Kx3gS3JGm8list=PLILXCDHJg4yL-AlrgRxCYIIFANM-uSzIzindex=5

Maryam Judar (Citizen’s Advocacy Center) = https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lkHK7m-5wEYlist=PLILXCDHJg4yL-AlrgRxCYIIFANM-uSzIzindex=8

Georgia Smithee (Citizen’s Advocacy Center) = https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9BpXz1B27QElis t=PLILXCDHJg4yL-AlrgRxCYIIFANM-uSzIzindex=7

Kevin DuJan = https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iJGXU0OORy0list=PLILXCDHJg4yL-AlrgRxCYIIFANM-uSzIzindex=6

John Kraft = https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSrAK_Cmu0list=PLILXCDHJg4yL-AlrgRxCYIIFANM-uSzIzindex=3

Kirk Allen = https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U9c6i93bbklist=PLILXCDHJg4yL-AlrgRxCYIIFANM-uSzIzindex=2

Beth Gierach = https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_E0GUgFooQlist=PLILXCDHJg4yL-AlrgRxCYIIFANM-uSzIzindex=4

*** UPDATED ***

6/20/14 = An bid to conflict Megan Fox with trolls was speedy by Chris McFadden, a father of Joy McFadden (who is paid $104,000 a year to be a Virtual Services Manager during a OPPL). Chris McFadden goes by a name “CH Ryan” online and works for a mechanism association “Jellyvision”. The conflict was concurrent by a page called “Fuck Alex Jones” where Chris McFadden speedy a trolls to “educate” me and thanked them for aggressive me. Chris McFadden “liked” a FAJ page shortly before a attacks on me began. we trust he was instrumental in enlivening this and his vigilant was to stimulate inconstant people to mistreat me physically subsequent month during a house meeting.
I trust that Chris McFadden was removing punish on me for Joy McFadden removing in low difficulty final month, given a video that Joy McFadden available on collision had to be constructed manageable to a FOA ask and that video usually happened to locate Bridget Bittman and James Fessler articulate about how they colluded with Police Chief Timothy J. McCarthy forward of time to devise a attempt involving a military on 5/19/14. Word is going around city that Chief McCarthy is being forced to renounce in flaw over this whole mess, given there is ascent explanation he’s been concerned in an orderly bid to use a military as a arms opposite a open whenever open bodies in Orland Park wish this goon service. we trust that Chris McFadden had a enterprise to find punish for his mother removing in difficulty over recording that video and he chose to use a FAJ page to rivet an “army” of trolls to do usually that.

See: https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.830709130274307.1073741855.679212808757274type=3


By jmkraft